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nipulated by the participants (Barfield and Furness, 1995).
According to Stuart (2001), VR provides a humancomputer interface capable of providing interactive immersive multisensory 3-D synthetic environments.
So far, the coupling of simulations with VR worlds
has been intensely developed in training simulators, flight
simulators being an example here. Usually these are special and single-purpose hardware and software systems.
Modeling and simulation applications in the fields of
logistics and production are done exclusively using commercial discrete simulation systems. Visualizations of
simulated processes are an inherent part of corresponding
simulation projects. Many simulation systems (e.g.,
QUEST, Automod, and others) already provide sophisticated and integrated 3-D visualizations. However, they
commonly lack features of interactivity required towards
the objective of providing training capabilities.
Up to now, couplings of autonomous simulation systems with VR systems have only been sporadically employed in this field of application (Kibira and McLean
2002, Bergbauer 2002). Existing solutions are typically
limited to uni-directional communication at runtime.
A coupling in this application world enables new
forms of access by complex interactions between the
model user and the simulated objects. This generates new
potentials for the temporally parallel interplay of product
and process design, for establishing virtual training centers
and thus for shortening product launch times (Dorozhkin et
al. 2004).

ABSTRACT
The coupling of commercial discrete simulation systems
with virtual reality (VR) systems opens new possibilities
for the temporal interplay of product and process design.
Among the possibilities is establishing virtual training centers aimed at shortening product ramp-up times. Up to
now, coupling has only been employed sporadically because of the need to preserve the autonomy of the tools
used. This paper focuses on the problems of synchronization as one of the important basic tasks when coupling discrete simulation and VR systems. Existing techniques of
synchronization are examined for their suitability for coupling and a method of synchronization based on selfadapting buffer sizes is described.
1

MOTIVATION

The visualization of simulated processes has successfully
augmented simulation technology for many years. The majority of commercial simulation systems provide the respective options for visualizing modeled and simulated
systems. Thus, over time, a broad spectrum of objectives
for coupling simulation and visualization has developed.
The objectives range from simple post-run visualization of
simulated processes up through training and thus interaction in simulation-based virtual reality (VR) worlds.
VR itself is defined as a computer-generated threedimensional environment created by virtual environment
systems, which can be interactively experienced and ma-
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The reasons for the sporadic utilization are the autonomy of the commercial tools used for simulation and visualization and insufficient interoperability between the systems. Greater proliferation of this coupling will only be
possible when this autonomy of the tools remains preserved in the solutions being developed.
A primary task when coupling simulation with VR is
the synchronization of both tools, i.e. the time advance in
both tools must be coordinated. Existing approaches to
synchronization are only partly suited for this coupling
since
•
•
•

in Table 2 are presently used in the field of discrete simulation. It can be seen, that most examples are based of unidirectional couplings of simulation and VR.
Table 1: Classification Attributes and Their Characteristics
Feature
Characteristic
Temporal Paral- Concurrent
Post-run
Simulation and
Visualization
lelism
Temporal paralvisualization run
runs temporally
lelism between
temporally paral- after the simulasimulation and
lel
tion
visualization
Interaction
Bidirectional
Unidirectional
Interactions beSimulation and
Only visualizatween simulation visualization each tion reacts to the
and visualization
react to the other
simulation’s
tool’s commands
commands
Hardware Plat- Monolithic/
Distributed
Simulation and
form
Homogeneous
Hardware platSimulation and
visualization opforms on which
visualization run
erate on different
the simulation
on one platform
hardware platand the visualizaforms
tion operate
Visualization
Integrated
External
Visualization tool Visualization tool
Tool Autonomy
is integrated in
works independthe simulation
ent of the simulatool
tion tool

user actions within the VR can also affect the system status of the simulation,
both tools operate autonomously and on different
platforms, and
a ”fluid” image generation on the VR side has to
be ensured.

In order to satisfy these specific requirements, the authors have modified the method of buffered visualization
commands frequently applied in this field. This new
method is characterized by adaptive control of the buffer
size.
In this paper, the term simulation refers to discrete
simulation systems. This restriction is valid since discrete
simulation systems dominate many fields of application.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes alternatives for coupling simulation
and visualization in order to classify the form of coupling
of simulation with VR. Next, the requirements from VR
applications on synchronization are specified and different
forms of synchronization are discussed and analyzed for
their suitability for coupling simulation with VR. Lastly,
the methods of adaptive buffer size are explained and
placed in context with an application.
2

Table 2: Feature Characteristics with Examples of Coupling
Feature Characteristics
Examples
Post-run / unidirectional /
Visualization tool Proof
monolithic / external
Animation (Proof Animation 2005)
Post-run / unidirectional /
Coupling of SLX simuladistributed / external
tions with visualizations in
a cave (Dorozhkin, Lemessi, Rehn and Vance
2004)
Concurrent / unidirectional /
Visualizations in the tools
monolithic / integrated
eM-Plant (eMPlant 2005)
and ARENA (ARENA
2005)
Concurrent / unidirectional /
Visualization tool Concurmonolithic / external
rent Proof (Proof Animation 2005)
Concurrent / bidirectional /
Coupling of eMPlant
distributed / external
simulations with VR
(Franke 2004, Bergbauer
2002)
Concurrent / bidirectional /
Training simulators for pimonolithic / {integrated, exlot training
ternal}

ASPECTS OF CLASSIFICATION IN COUPLING

To describe the various forms of coupling simulations and
visualizations, a classification is proposed (Table 1).
This classification is based on four different features:
•
•
•
•

temporal parallelism (please refer to Holten-Lund
(2001) for a complete definition of temporal parallelism),
interaction,
hardware
visualization tool autonomy.

Two alternative characteristics are applied to each attribute. This classification was undertaken in order to be
able to classify the coupling of simulation and VR.
From the abundance of theoretically possible combinations of feature characteristics, the forms of coupling listed
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When simulations are coupled with VR applications,
three problems have to be resolved:
• Mapping between simulation and VR models,
• Data exchange between the two models during
the execution
• Synchronization of the two time-bound systems.

The bidirectional coupling of simulation with VR requires temporal parallelism (concurrency) between the
simulation and the visualization because the simulation affects the visualization and the user actions affect the simulation through the VR system.
Dorozhkin et al. (2004) describes a coupling of a discrete simulation and a VR system but it is impossible for
the user in the immersive virtual reality environment to influence the simulation.
The crucial feature for coupling simulation and VR is
bidirectional interaction. The work of Franke (2004) and
Bergbauer (2002) address this feature, yet the range of interactions from the VR side is extremely limited.
The simulation systems operate predominantly on
Windows-based PC platforms and the VR systems reside
overwhelmingly on Unix or Linux-based workstations. For
this reason, the coupling being analyzed is labeled a distributed mode on inhomogeneous hardware platforms.
Simulation and VR systems are complex stand-alone
software systems, which must also retain their autonomy
during coupling. Retention of the systems’ autonomy is a
crucial prerequisite for successfully coupling simulation
with VR systems. Existing VR or simulation systems must
be coupled with other existing VR or simulation systems.
This presupposes the autonomy of the tools used.
The above defines the general requirements for coupling simulation and VR. The specific requirements are described below.
3

The first two problems can be resolved using familiar
approaches. As for the third problem, incorporating bidirectional interactions makes special demands on synchronization. Identical simulation and visualization times are
desirable so that interactions can be reflected in either system at the time they were triggered. Modifications in the
VR world made by the user at time t must also be reflected
in the simulation world at time t.
For a clearer understanding, the following definitions
shall be given:
•
•
•

Simulation time refers to the current time value of
the simulation clock,
Visualization time refers to the current value of
the visualization clock, and
Real time refers to the wallclock time.

Identical times in both the simulation and the virtual
world cannot be achieved. A disparity between the times
has to be accepted. Generally, the simulation time is larger
than the visualization time since the simulation chiefly affects the visualization. Due to the bidirectional interactions, the simulation model must be able to react to interactions (external events), the timestamp of which is less than
or equal to the current time of the simulation model.
The simulation time can be stopped in the simulator
when the two times become too far removed from each
other. In contrast to this, the visualization time advances
proportionally to the real time and “stopping” the visualization time is impossible.
It is unacceptable for VR applications when the simulation time is smaller than the visualization time. Users do
not accept “resets” in the visualization model.
To couple simulation with VR, synchronization methods have to be used, which ensure no or only a slight time
difference between the two systems. The value of this difference must be selectable dependent on the transmission
times in the network and dependent on the factor of the
temporal parallelism of the visualization time with the real
time. A fast motion visualization does not let the user recognize much of a difference between the two times. In contrast to this, a smaller difference must be guaranteed when
a visualization is in slow motion.
The following section examines existing synchronization methods with regard to applying them to coupling
simulation with VR.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS ON COUPLING
FROM VR APPLICATIONS

Virtual reality is understood as a computer-generated 3-D
environment in which one can immerse oneself as user and
perceive this artificial world as a close approximation of
reality. As user, one is part of this world and can interact
with it. (Based on VDI 2003.)
Solutions exist, which claim to link simulation with
VR (Whitman et al. 2002, Kibira and McLean 2002).
These applications are based on the utilization of 2-D
computer interfaces such as monitor, keyboard and mouse.
These features are used to view 3-D models of the simulated environment. The interactions used do not fundamentally differ from the standard interactions in a 2-D representation of the simulated environment.
Initial approaches to coupling simulations with VR
systems in fields of industrial engineering application are
described in (Franke 2004, Bergbauer 2002, Dorozhkin et
al. 2004). Other previous work connects VR and simulation, but stays unidirectional in terms of interactivity and
communication (Jessen 2001, Ritter et al. 1998) and does
not generally allow feedback from the VR into the simulation at runtime.
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ever, the calculation of the change in the model does consume real time, because the processor may have to perform
complex calculations.
If TRi designates the real processor time needed for
executing an event at simulation time ti and ∆T designates
the interval for time advancement of the simulator, the following relation must hold true:

PRINCIPLES OF SYNCHRONIZATION FOR
THE TEMPORALLY PARALLEL COUPLING
OF SIMULATION AND VISUALIZATION

Synchronization is an extremely important feature for the
interaction of two time-bound systems, each with their own
paradigms for the advance of time.
In general, discrete event-oriented simulation tries to
update time as quickly as possible, with the time advancing
in non-equidistant periods.
In contrast, visualization is characterized by a quasicontinuous progression of time in periods that are equidistant and proportional to real-time. Synchronization aims at
a virtually equal time value in both systems.
If T designates the real time, tSIMU(T) the simulation
time at real time T, tVISU(T) the visualization time at real
time T and Δt(T) the difference between simulation and
visualization time at real time T, then the following equation applies:

t

SIMU

TRi < ∆T
The time for processing an event must be less then the
time advancement. This condition can be fulfilled for sufficiently sized ∆T. However, this contradicts to a smooth
animation, for which a smaller ∆T is better suited.
For complex models TRi can reach values so that
TRi > ∆T
In that case the user will notice an unacceptable interruption in the visualization. Therefore the described approach does not seem optimal for the desired applications
described in this article.

(T ) = t VISU (T ) + Δt (T )

The visualization time tVISU(T) can be calculated with
the following equation, c being a factor of proportionality
of the visualization time at the real time T:

t

tSIMU / tVISU

tSIMU

(T ) ≈ c * T
VISU

tVISU

Methods for synchronizing time-bound components in
distributed systems have been developed in recent years.
These include special methods for distributed simulation if
the components are only simulations and more general
methods as are used to couple heterogeneous components
in the High Level Architecture HLA.
The existing methods are classified as follows.

T

4.1 Synchronization Using Real-Time

Figure 1: Time Advance with Real-Time Synchronization

Time advances uniformly in both systems (see Figure 1).
Frequently both systems then operate proportional to realtime. In this case, Δt strives for zero. This approach is typical for very close coupling of simulation and visualization.
Interactions exchanged between the two systems are processed whenever they arrive. This approach is theoretically
suitable for coupling simulations with VR. In practice, it
could be used for simulation systems which advance their
simulation time proportional to real-time. Adding such a
mechanism to simulators which do not yet offer it will entail additional overhead in the simulator. Also, the approach is limited to very fast and efficient simulators.
Another inherent problem which must be taken into
account is the following: The basic principle in discrete
event simulation is that all state-changes in the model are
timeless, i.e., they do not consume simulation time. How-

4.2 Synchronization Using Logical Time
In this form, time advancement in both systems is coordinated based on their logical simulation clocks. Typically,
time advancements have to be requested from a central instance which grants the individual systems a time advance.
The synchronization methods provided by the High Level
Architecture (HLA) provide these mechanisms (Ritter et al.
1998). In special cases, a central authority can also be dispensed with. Then the systems are synchronized directly
on the basis of established synchronization algorithms
from distributed simulation.
Two forms of this approach need to be distinguished:
•
•
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present form is also only conditionally suited for coupling
simulation and VR.

In the time-stepped approach, the systems could advance with equidistant time steps. In this case Δt strives for
zero and time in both systems can advance virtually uniformly (See Figure 2).

tSIMU / tVISU

tSIMU / tVISU

tSIMU / tVISU

tSIMU / tVISU

Update Interval
of Visualization

Update Interval
of Visualization

T

T

Figure 2: Time Stepped Synchronization of Logical Simulation Time

Figure 4 : Synchronization conflict if visualization has to
wait for simulation

In the event based-approach, requested time advancements would correspond to actual event-time stamps. Advancement of logical time in both systems would not be
uniformly in relation to wall clock time, as the simulation
would typically lag behind (Figure 3). This for itself does
not necessarily constitute a problem.

tSIMU / tVISU

4.3 Synchronization Using Buffering
In this approach the simulation sends time-bound visualization commands to the visualization. These commands are
stored in a buffer and the visualization reads these commands out of the buffer (Figure 5).

tSIMU / tVISU

tSIMU

tSIMU

tSIMU1

tVISU
Update Interval
of Visualization

tVISU

tVISU1

T

T

Figure 3: Event Based Synchronization of Logical Simulation Time

Figure 5: Time Advance with Classical Buffer Synchronization

The advantage in both variants is that events are processed at the correct time stamp in both systems. This includes interactions in the VR system, which arrive at the
correct time in the simulation and can be incorporated
without violating the causality in the simulation.
The major problem in this general approach is that the
VR system cannot wait for its own time advancement. If
the simulation system needs extensive processing time at a
certain event time stamp, time advancement of the VR
needs to stop during that period. This is illustrated in
Figure 4. Such waiting is not acceptable for the user in a
VR environment. For these reasons, this approach in its

The write calls in the buffer are synchronous calls.
When a call cannot be executed because the buffer is full,
then the simulation “waits” until the current contents of the
buffer are less than the maximum buffer capacity. The
simulation time is always larger than the visualization
time, i.e. Δt(T) is always greater than zero. This method is
applied for example in coupling with the visualization tool
Concurrent Proof (Proof Animation 2004).
One advantage of this form is that, when buffer size is
adequate, the visualization does not have to “wait" for the
simulation and fluid image generation in the visualization
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is provided as a result. The simple implementation of these
buffer mechanisms is also an advantage.
Disadvantages of these variants are however the conflicts in the simulation, which can result from the visualization interactions because the visualization time is shorter
than the simulation time. The value of the time difference
Δt(T) is not constant since it results from the difference between the largest and the smallest timestamp of the buffered visualization commands. The buffer capacity only determines the number of commands and has no direct
influence on the time difference.
In principle however the method for buffering the
visualization commands is suitable for coupling simulation
with VR. The conflict for the interactions from the VR system is not resolved. However, intelligent management of
the buffer size leads to an acceptable resolution of the conflict. Such management is described in the following.
5

val. The buffer is not limited by the time but rather only by
the number of commands. Consequently, the buffered
commands can span a time interval from the millisecond
range up to days.

CPA_OpenLayout(„ C:\demo.lay“ )

Buffer
Buffer Position 1 „ Trace Line X“
Buffer Position 2 „ Trace Line Y“
…
…

ProofSendTraceLine( TraceCmd)

Buffer Position 12 „ Trace Line Z“

This classical approach cannot be used for coupling
simulation with VR systems. When coupling with VR systems, the interactions from the VR world must be incorporated in the simulator with adequate precision. Thus a
buffer strategy is required, which on the one hand contains
visualization commands within a small time interval, yet
on the other hand also contains a sufficient number of
visualization commands to render visualization fluid and
continuous.
The strategy of a self-adaptive buffer size grew out of
these considerations. Core points are a configurable buffer
size in time units and the maximum time difference allowed between two visualization commands. The time unit
corresponds to the time unit in the simulation or in the VR.
When coupling starts, an initial buffer size is defined. The
basic principle behind this strategy is shown in Figure 7.
The initial buffer size is specified at 5 time units and the
maximum time difference at 3 time units. The time unit in
both systems is commensurate with seconds.
VR-Visualization
Viewing speed
determines
buffer time

VR-Logic
sends time
stamps to VR

Buffer (initial buffer time = 5 sec)

15 sec
16 sec

16 sec

Insert dummy
time stamp
19 sec
21 sec

Remove first time stamp.

19 sec

Check fill level:

21 sec

fill level < 5 sec
Buffer is not filled.

22 sec

Wait until time
stamp is
required.

Calculate and request required
time stamp:
Advance to time 24

Rendering
Loop

Figure 6: Concurrent Proof Buffer Algorithm

Figure 6 shows the working method of the traditional
buffer strategy. The visualization tool Concurrent Proof
Animation (Wolverine 2004) puts this strategy into action.
In this case, the buffer size is limited to a fixed number
(e.g. 12) of visualization commands. Every time the simulator, for example SLX, intends to send a visualization
command to the visualization tool Concurrent Proof, the
current buffer occupancy is checked. If the buffer is in the
state of its maximum capacity utilization, then the writing
of the command in the buffer is disabled until current
buffer occupancy is smaller than the maximum occupancy.
This strategy is well suited for unidirectional coupling
of simulation and visualization. Concurrent Proof does not
allow interactions with the visualization, which then affect
the simulation model. A fundamental feature of the classical buffer strategy is that the buffer contains animation
commands for an unknown and undetermined time inter-

Simulation Loop
generates
time stamps

ProofSendTraceLine( TraceCmd)
ProofSendTraceLine( TraceCmd)
…
…

Function return postponed
until buffer position is free

METHOD OF SELF-ADAPTING BUFFER SIZES

Simulation

Concurrent Proof (DLL version)

SLX
Start Visualisation

19 sec

+ 5sec =

24 sec

22 sec
24 sec

Figure 7: Adaptive Buffer Algorithm
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The buffer size is adjustable as a function of the latency times in the network for data transmission and the
capacity of the visualization tool.
The maximum time difference affects the generation
of visualization commands. If the time difference between
two real visualization commands exceeds this maximum
time difference, a “dummy” command is inserted into the
flow of commands. A dummy command is a simple command to advance visualization time (e.g.,“Time 19”) without an animation event at this time stamp.
By inserting such commands, a constant flow of visualization commands is guaranteed, even if the event times
in the simulation are widely separated from each other.
The current simulation time advance is dominated by
the visualization as shown in Figure 8. The visualization
pursues a strategy of the buffer always being filled with the
next visualization commands for the buffer size set. This
means that, when buffer size in time units is constant, a
different number of commands can be found in the buffer.
When the visualization deletes a command from the buffer,
the remaining time interval in the buffer is calculated. If a
value smaller than the buffer size results, a request command is sent to the simulation (e.g. “Advance to time …”).
This command includes the necessary time advance.

able for the applications envisioned. Smaller buffer sizes,
down to 1 seconds, are feasible.
The adaptive buffer strategy controls the buffer size as
a function of the visualization speed. If the visualization
speed increases, the buffer size also increases autonomously. If, for example, assuming a buffer size of 5 seconds, the visualization speed doubled, then a buffer size of
10 seconds would be set. On the other hand, if the visualization speed drops, the buffer size is reduced. If viewing is
slow motion with half real-time, the buffer size is adjusted
to 2.5 seconds.
That is why this approach is also called the method of
self-adapting buffer size. The buffer size autonomously adjusts to changed conditions caused by network delays and
visualization speeds. As a result, the delay between simulation and VR is confined to a justifiable minimum while
preserving a high level of interactivity in the VR world.
6

PILOT PROJECT

To validate the correctness and functionality of the proposed solution a pilot project has been conducted. In this
pilot project the simulation system SLX has been coupled
with two different VR systems, one at a time.
•

tSIMU / tVISU
26

•

24
22
21
20
19

•

tSIMU
tVISU

For implementing the temporally parallel coupling, all
three systems have been extended using a modular approach.
A communication unit is responsible for the sending
and receiving of messages and commands exchanged between both systems.
A management unit is responsible for integrating the
received messages into the respective system and for the
controlled release of outgoing messages to the other system. Figure 9 shows the basic structure of this pilot project.
The data exchange between the systems is based on a
specific format. The chosen network transport protocol is
TCP/IP. For reasons of efficiency the data exchange for the
visualization only transmits state changes of the visualised
objects. A prerequisite for this is that no messages between
participating systems are lost and that messages are received by at the targeted receiver in the correct ordering
sequence. The TCP/IP protocol guarantees these properties.

Events
16

SLX is a commercial discrete event simulation
system (Henriksen 1997).
The interactive visualization system “Virtual Development and Training Platform (VDT)” is a
flexible visualization system which can be applied
in various VR-environments and settings (Blümel
et al. 2004).
VR Juggler is an open-source VR development
environment initiated at the Iowa State University.

Dummy Events
T

Figure 8 : Time Advance with Adapting Buffer Strategy
Assuming the buffer values from above one example
shall be used to illustrate the behavior for interacting with
the simulation (compare Figure 8): If an interaction affecting the simulation is triggered at time tVISU(T)=20 in the
VR system, then the current time in the simulation can already have reached tSIMU(T)=24. The interaction is incorporated in the simulation virtually without loss of real time T
(neglecting any network latencies). However the time difference is 4 time units. If a common time unit of seconds
were specified, then the simulation would react with a delay of 4 seconds. A delay in this magnitude is still accept-
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For coupling the systems a client-server-architecture
has been used. The simulation component acts as the server
and transmits by request of the VR component the relevant
visualization data. The server functionality has been implemented inside the communication unit of the simulation
component.
The buffer algorithm described in the previous section
is implemented in the VR component.

The simulation’s adapting buffer algorithm was encapsulated so that this method is not tied to the model developed. The necessary cave parts were implemented in Java
so that porting into other VR systems is also possible.
Versions of the buffering algorithm have been implemented in JAVA and C++ and can be ported to other VR
systems. They already have been successfully tested in two
different VR systems.
Upcoming research work in this project will focus on
porting this method to utilize it in other commercial simulation tools and on testing this buffer strategy in other VR
systems. Another focus will be expanding the range of permissible interactions from the VR world, which then have
to be incorporated in the simulator.
Future research could also involve using SLX statesaving and rollback capabilities to resolve the consistency
conflicts between VR and simulation. The same applies for
algorithms used in distributed real-time computer games.
The method for self-adapting buffer size presented
proved to be a pragmatic and robust approach to interactive
temporally-parallel coupling of simulation and VR and can
form the basis for coupling commercial simulation tools
with VR in practice.

Simulation Engine
Engine
Simulation
SLX
Management Unit
Communication Unit
Sender

Receiver

Receiver

Sender

Communication Unit

Management Unit
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This article has discussed different possibilities for coupling of commercial discrete simulation systems with virtual reality (VR) systems. The main focus was put on synchronization techniques as they are the key factor to enable
a fluent interactive visualization in the virtual world. The
key solution suggested in this article is an adaptive buffering strategy which can ensure fluent visualization while
minimizing the potential of consistency conflicts between
VR and simulation.
The approach described in this article was successfully
tested with multiple pilot scenarios. Applications chosen
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